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Introduction to Arena

1 Overview

• Performing complex simulations via Excel is difficult

• We will transition to Arena, a software package designed specifically for discrete-event sim-
ulation

• Let’s use Arena to tackle the following problem

Problem 1. Customers visit the neighborhood hair stylist Fantastic Dan for haircuts. The cus-
tomer interarrival time is exponentially distributed with mean 9 minutes. Each haircut takes
Fantastic Dan anywhere from 7 to 15 minutes, uniformly distributed. This time also includes the
initial greetings and the transaction of money at the end of the haircut.

a. Simulate 1 day of Dan’s operations. Assume Dan works continuously for 8 hours a day.
b. About how many customers does Dan process per day?
c. What is the average number of customers waiting to get a haircut? What is the maximum?
d. What is the average time spent by a customer in the shop? What is the maximum?

2 Building our first Arena model

• Start with a flow diagram of the model

• Basic model elements

◦ Locations: fixed place in the system where something happens

◦ Entities: anything that can be processed (e.g. customers)

◦ Arrivals: how entities enter the system

◦ Processing: operations that take place at a location, routing of entities between loca-
tions
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• Select File → New to start a new model

◦ Using File→ Save as, save your model with your lastname Haircut (e.g. “phillips haircut”)

2.1 Modules

• From the Basic Process table, drag a Create icon into the flowchart area.

• Then drag a Process icon to the flowchart area.

• Finally, drag a Dispose icon to the flow chart area.

You now have all the modules needed for the simulation. However, you have to connect them. To
do this, click on the Object → Connect menu item and select the right most vertex on the Create
object and link to the Process object. Repeat to connect the Process to the Dispose object.

2.2 Create

Create icons represent arrival processes for the simulation. Here we describe how to change the
interarrival time distribution.

• Double-click the Create object to bring up the properties dialog box.

• Do the following:

◦ Change the “Create 1” name to something more descriptive, e.g., arriving customers

◦ Change the Entity Type to something more descriptive, e.g., customer.

◦ In the Type and Value, make sure it’s modified so that it’s an exponential distribu-
tion with a mean of 9 minutes. The “Value” represents the mean of the exponential
distribution.

◦ Leave the Entities per Arrival at 1, the Max Arrivals at Infinite, and the First Creation
time at 0.0.

If you click on the Entities Icon, you will see that an Entity with the name you have given it has
been created.

2.3 Processing

• Double-click the Process object to bring up the properties dialog box.

• Do the following:

◦ Change the “Process 1” name to something more descriptive, e.g., Getting a haircut

◦ In the Action pulldown, select Seize Delay Release. This is the “normal” processing and
indicates the node has a resource that will be used (seized), have a service time (delay),
and then the resource is available after the delay time (released). Leave the Priority at
Medium.

◦ Add a resource by clicking the Add... button. Name the resource as either “Dan” or
“haircutter”. Be sure to leave the Quantity as 1. This means the incoming arrivals
require only 1 resource.

◦ Under Delay Type, select Uniform, under Units select Minutes, and leave Allocation alone.
Make sure the Minimum is set to 7 and the Maximum is set to 15.
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3 Running the model and obtaining performance measures

• Set the simulation to run for 8 hours and report everything in minutes

◦ Select Run → Setup.

◦ Set Hours Per Day to 8.

◦ Set Base Time Units to Minutes.

◦ Click OK

◦ Select the “Play button icon” to run the simulation.

• You can adjust the speed of the simulation with the slider at the top of the simulation window

• When asked “Do you want to see the results?”, click Yes

• Some points of interest in the Reports

◦ On the first report, you should see the number of customers served under “Number Out”

� How many customers did Dan process?

◦ On the second page of the reports, you can find m

� Category Overview → Entity → Time has different time measures. Wait Time is the
time in queue and Total Time is the total time in system.

� Category Overview → Entity → Other has arrivals, departures, and WIP, the number
of Customers waiting. What are the maximum number of Customers Waiting?

4 Your turn

Add an extra process node that represents hair washing. This should occur before hair cutting and
have an exponential service time distribution with a mean of 4 minutes.

4.1 For that “E”

Play around with Arena and discover two new features on your own to make your model more
sophisticated in a way you can argue is useful. For example, can you add different types of entities
that require different processes such as clients that want a perm versus those that just want an
ordinary haircut?
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